TARREMAH STEINER SCHOOL

STUDENT ISSUES RESOLUTION PROCESS

As staff at Tarremah we are committed to clear channels of communication. We seek to teach children how to deal with issues constructively and in a developmentally appropriate manner. We consider it important that children are assisted to bring their concerns directly to the parties involved as a first step towards resolution.

The Student Issues resolution process will not be used for issues of a more serious nature in which case the school expects that parents or guardians will act on behalf of the child utilising the Parent Issues Resolution Process. For other student related issues, the following process applies. Child Protection and related policies and procedures continue to apply as appropriate.

As part of their evaluation of options for action, the School Executive may determine that the issues raised require independent investigation or arbitration.

Discern between

Administration issues
Specific fellow student issues
Teacher/Educational Program Issues

Meeting: Class teacher/Guardian and student.
Meeting: student and student, with Class/Guardian or Duty teacher
Meeting: Class teacher / Guardian with student.

Action for resolution agreed.

Resolution
No Resolution

Meeting between student, Teacher and Education Administrator

Resolution
No Resolution

Parent is engaged in the matter and Parent Issues Resolution Process is invoked.